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Appendix A
Summary of the First Eleven Foreign Economic Espionage Cases Under 18 U.S.C. § 1831 (1996 – 2015)

Case Case

Court;

Case No. Defendant: Disposition

Date of

Misappro.

Date of

Indictment

Date of

Disposition Trade Secret Theft of Secret

Foreign Government

Connection Sentence

1 Okamoto

NDOH;

No. 01-CR-

00210

Okamoto: fugitive

Serizawa: plea conviction: §1001 (1

count) 1999 May-01 NA

Trade secrets regarding

DNA & cell line reagents

Employee stole trade secrets from his

employer, sent them to Serizawa for

holding, then took a new position at a

state-funded research institute in

Japan.

Japanese state-funded

research institute

Okamoto: A fugitive

Serizawa: 3 yrs

probation, 150 hrs

community service; $500

fine

2 Fei Ye

NDCA;

No. 02-CR-

20145

Fei Ye: plea conviction: §1831 (2

counts); acquittals: §1832 (3 counts);

§371 (1 count); §2314 (2 counts)

Zhong: plea conviction: §1831 (2

counts); acquittals: §1832 (4 counts);

§371 (1 count); §2314 (2 counts) 2001 Dec-02 Dec-06

Trade secrets regarding

the design and

manufacture of computer

microprocessors

Employees stole employer's trade

secrets and planned to use them at

their PRC-funded company, but were

stopped at the airport with the

secrets.

PRC state-funded

private company

Both: 366 days in prison,

3 yr supervised release

3 Meng

NDCA;

No. 04-CR-

20216

Meng: plea: convictions: §1831 (1

count); 22 USC § 2778 (1 count);

aquittals: §2314 (14 count); §371 (3

counts); §1831 (2 counts); §2778 (1

count); §1832 (12 counts); §1001 (3

counts) 2003 Dec-04 Aug-07

Trade secrets regarding

visual simulation software

program

Employee took employer's trade

secrets to new job in the PRC. He

was stopped at the airport with the

secrets when traveling to the US on a

business trip. PRC Navy Research Center

24 months + 1 day in

prison, 3 yr supervised

release; $10,200 fine

4 Lee

NDCA;

No. 06-CR-

00424

Lee: jury trial acquittal: §1831 (3

counts); §1832 (4 counts)

Ge: jury trial acquittal: §1831 (3

counts); §1832 (4 counts) 2003 Sep-07 Dec-09

Trade secrets regarding

computer chip designs and

manufacturing

information

Employees allegedly stole trade

secrets from two former employers to

use at their own company.

Private company

seeking PRC state-

funding NA

5 Chung

CDCA;

No. 08-CR-

00024

Chung: bench trial conviction: §1831

(6 counts), §951 (1 count), §371 (1

count); §1001 (1 count); acquittals:

§1831 (2 counts); §1512 (1 count);

§1001 (2 counts) 2003-2006 Feb-08 Jul-09

Trade secrets regarding

space shuttle and Delta IV

rocket

Employee stole two former

employers' trade secrets PRC military 188 months in prison

6 Jin

NDIL; No.

08-CR-

00192

Jin: bench trial conviction: §1832 (3

counts); acquittal: §1831 (3 counts) 2007 Apr-08 Nov-11

Trade secrets regarding

iDEN mobile

communications

technology

Employee stole employer's trade

secrets and planned to take them to

the PRC to work for a company

connected to the PRC military, but

was stopped at the airport with the

documents. PRC military

4 years in prison;

$20,000 fine

7 Huang

SDIN; No.

10-CR-

0102

Huang: plea conviction: §1831 (1

count); acquittal: §1831 (11 counts);

§2314 (5 counts) 2007-2010 Jun-10 Oct-11

Trade secrets regarding

insecticides

Employee stole employer's trade

secrets, transferred them to the PRC

and Germany, and worked at a PRC

university to further develop them.

PRC state-funded

research institute 87 months in prison

8 Doxer

D.Mass;

No. 11-CR-

10268

Doxer: plea conviction: §1831 (1

count) 2006 Jul-11 Aug-11

Confidential company

information (contractual

papers, customer lists, and

employee lists)

Employee stole documents he had

access too. Only sting-operation case. Israel

6 months prison; 6

months home

confinement; $25,000

fine

9 Liew

NDCA;

No. 11-CR-

00573

Liew: jury trial conviction: §1831 (2

counts), §1832 (6 counts), §1512 (3

counts), §1004 (1 count), §152 (3

counts), §7206 (5 counts)

Maegerle: jury trial conviction: §1832

(3 counts), §1512 (1 count)

Chao: plea conviction: §1831 (1

count)

C. Liew: pending trial 1998-2008 Feb-12 2014

Trade secrets regarding

pigment manufacturing

processes

Employees stole employer's trade

secrets and used them to obtain

contracts with PRC companies.

PRC state-funded

company

Liew: 180 mths in

prison; Maegerle: 18

mths; Both: forfeit

$27.8M
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Case Case

Court;

Case No. Defendant: Disposition

Date of

Misappro.

Date of

Indictment

Date of
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Foreign Government
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10 Dong

WDPA;

No. 14-CR-

118

All 5 defendants (Dong, Kailiang,

Xinyu, Zhenyu, Chunhui) are fugitives

and the 31-count indictment is pending 2006-2014 May-14 NA

Information including

emails regarding business

strategies, financial

positions, and production

capabilities

Cyber-espionage: alleged hacking of

company computer systems through

spear-phishing emails PRC military NA

11 Pang

NDCA;

No. 15-CR-

106

Hao Zhang: arrested on 5/16/2015

Remaining 5 defendants (Pang, Huisui

Zhang, Chen, Gang, Zhou) are

fugitives and the 32-count indictment

is pending 2006-2015 Apr-15 NA

Confidential thin-film

bulk acoustic resonator

(“FBAR”) technology

Employees allegedly stole employers'

trade secrets and used them to obtain

business with a PRC-sponsored

university to further develop the

technology.

PRC state-funded

research institute NA
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